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REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF IBT JOINT COUNCIL NO. 16

CONCERNING CHARGE AGAINST LOCAL 1901 MEMBER
ANTHONY TURZIO

Introduction

On February 22, 2010, the Independent Review Board ("IRB") issued a report to
the Executive Board ofIBT Joint Council No. 16 recommending that Anthony Turzio, a
member of Local 1901, be charged with bringing reproach upon the IBT by unreasonably
failing to cooperate with the Independent Review Board when he failed to answer a
number of questions at an IRB-scheduled sworn examination. The Joint Council No. 16
Executive Board subsequently filed the Charge against Turzio as recommended by the
IRB.

By letter dated March 9, 2010, the Joint Council No. 16 Executive Board notified
Turzio that a hearing on the Charge had been scheduled for April 13,2010. The hearing
was convened on April 13, 2010 at Joint Council 16. Turzio did not appear. The Joint
Council was represented at the hearing by attorney Roland Acevedo, Esq.

The following findings and recommendations of the Executive Board are based
on the entire record in this case, including documents identified as exhibits in IRB's
report. As indicated, Turzio did not appear and, thus, did not contest the Charge or
challenge the evidence.

Background

Turzio has been a member of Local 1901 since March 6, 2009. Prior to affiliating
with the IBT, Local 1901 was an independent union known as The Newspaper and Mail
Deliverers' Union of New York and Vicinity ("NMDU").

The Local has approximately 1,500 members who are employed as drivers in the
newspaper industry. Local 1901 members deliver newspapers for The New York Times,
The New York Post, The Daily News, The Wall Street Journal, El Diario and other
newspapers in the New York City Metropolitan Area.

Local 1901 became a Teamster Local on March 6, 2009. The Local has had a
long history of ties to organized crime including a 1992 state grand jury indictment '
against the Local itself for enterprise corruption. Several members, including an alleged
member of the Bonanno LCN family, two former NMDU presidents and several Union
foremen were indicted separately and pled guilty to various corruption charges. In all,
eight individuals pleaded guilty to various corruption charges as a result of this
indictment.



On November 17, 2009, subsequent to the NMDU's affiliation with the IBT, the
New York City Police Department's Organized Crime Division and the Manhattan
District Attorney's Office executed search warrants seeking payroll and employee
records at Local 1901' s office, the offices of four New York City newspapers and two
newspaper distributors.

Turzio has been a member of the NMDU since approximately 1982. During his
sworn examination on January 27, 2010, Turzio testified that he started working for EI
Diario in 1982. Turzio testified that he was appointed as General Foreman by the
Publisher approximately 19 years ago, and ,that his duties were "to direct the trucks and
the loading of the trucks and the printing of the paper." Turzio's son is the Assistant
General Foreman and his brother, Joseph, also worked at EI Diario.

Charge Against Turzio

The IRB recommended Charge against Turzio, which was ultimately adopted and
filed by Joint Council Executive Board, alleges that Turzio failed to cooperate with the
IRB by failing to appear for a sworn examination. Specifically, Turzio has been charged
with violating Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(l) and (2) and
Section 14(i) of the IBT Constitution by obstructing, interfering and unreasonably failing
to cooperate with the duties of the IRB as set forth in Paragraph G of the March 14, 1989
Consent Order.

Evidence Against Turzio

On January 11, 2010, the Chief Investigator sent Turzio a notice of sworn
examination, which scheduled his IRB sworn examination for January 27, 2010. On
January 27,2010, Turzio appeared for his IRB sworn examination with his counsel, Paul
Lima, Esq. ("Lima"). James DiMarzo, the Vice President of Local 1901, also appeared
as Turzio's representative.

During his IRB sworn examination, Turzio refused to answer a number of
questions related to core issues under the Consent Order. To wit, Turzio refused to
answer questions concerning:

• His relationship with Peter DiChiara ("DiChiara"), who has been publicly
identified as a Capo in the Genovese La Cosa Nostra family.

• Identifying an individual whom he visited in prison approximately five
years ago. Even after Turzio admitted that "a couple of weeks ago" he "had a sandwich"
with this same person whom he had visited in prison, Turzio continued to refuse to
identify the individual.



• Turzio admitted that he frequented a social club in lower Manhattan and
that he visited the club twice during the last six months. He also acknowledged that he
was member of the club three years ago. However, Turzio refused to identify the persons
he played cards with at the social club just three weeks prior to his examination.

• Turzio refused to indicate whether he knew Ross Gangi and Salvatore
Aparo, who have been publicly identified as members of organized crime.

• Turzio was shown two lists of names which included individuals who
have been reported to be members and associates of organized crime, as well as barred
Teamster members. Turzio was asked to review the lists and make a mark next to the
names of any individuals on the lists whom Turzio knew personally. Turzio was
instructed that he would be asked questions concerning his relationship with any
individuals whose names he marked. After reviewing the lists and consulting with his
counsel, Turzio refused to comment as to any of the names on the lists.

During his sworn IRB examination, Turzio was informed that if he refused to
answer questions, charges could be recommended against him for failing to cooperate
with the IRB.

Analysis

As indicated, Turzio did not attend the hearing before the Joint Council Executive
Board and thus did not contest the Charge or the underlying factual allegations. The
factual allegations summarized above are thus undisputed.

During his sworn examination, Turzio refused to answer questions regarding his
knowledge of and contacts with individuals who have been reported to be members of
organized crime. Pursuant to Paragraph G(a) of the Consent Order, such areas of inquiry
were well within the IRB's investigative authority.

By refusing to answer such questions, it appears that while an IBT member Turzio
knowingly violated Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(1) and (2) and
Section 14(i) of the IBT Constitution by obstructing, interfering and unreasonably failing
to cooperate with the duties of the IRB as set forth in Paragraph G of the March 14, 1989
Consent Order.

Turzio and his counsel did not provide any legitimate basis for refusing to answer
the questions which related directly to the Consent Decree prohibition on association with
organized crime members and associates. Turzio's counsel stated that it was his
understanding that Turzio did not have to answer questions regarding events that took
place prior to the merger between the NMDU and the IBT. However, as detailed above,
the questions described in the IRB Report that Turzio refused to answer did not relate to
events prior to the March 2009 merger. Thus, the argument raised by Turzio's counsel is
factually inaccurate and is hereby rejected.
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After almost 20 years Of living with the Consent Decree, there is no basis for any
member of the IBT to dispute that "[ c]ooperation by all IBT members with the IBT is
essential if the Consent Decree is to serve its intended purpose." Michael C. Bane,
Opinion and Decision of IRB, 7-17-01, page 21. Here, it is clear that Turzio intentionally
failed to answer a number of pertinent questions during his IRB sworn investigation.

We thus conclude that Turzio's intentional failure to cooperate with IRB's
investigation violated the IBT Constitution, as well as Paragraph G of the Consent
Decree.

Recommended Penalties

Consistent with the "just cause" standard embedded in the Consent Decree and
the commonly accepted corollary that discipline be "reasonably related" to the
seriousness of the offense, the Joint Council Executive Board recommends the following
penalties against Turzio:

1. That Turzio be permanently barred from holding elected or appointed
office or employment with the IBT or any IBT affiliate.

2. That Turzio be permanently expelled from membership in the IBT.

In recommending these penalties, the Joint Council Executive Board has
considered the discipline imposed by other panels and the IRB in other cases involving
failure to cooperate with the IRB. In particular, the Executive Board notes that in general
the penalties when a member fails to cooperate with the IRB by failing to answer
questions during his IRB sworn investigation, particularly when the failure is repeated,
have almost invariably included a permanent bar from Union office or employment and
permanent expulsion from membership. Here, Turzio has offered no mitigating or
extenuating circumstances or explanations for his conduct which would cause us to
recommend departure from the traditional penalties for non-cooperation with the IRB.

Conclusion

Accordingly, based on the foregoing, the Joint Council Executive Board
recommends the following:

1. That effective immediately Turzio be permanently barred from seeking or
holding office, position or employment, directly or indirectly, with the IBT or any other
IBT affiliated entity or fund.

2. That effective immediately Turzio be prohibited from seeking or accepting
money or other compensation from the IBT, or any other IBT affiliated entity or fund,



except for any vested benefits to which he may otherwise be lawfully entitled by reason
of service or employment prior to the date of this decisions, and that he also be prohibited
from receiving or having any contributions made on his behalf to any IBT affiliated
benefit funds by any IBT affiliated entity, except to the extent such contributions relate to
service or employment prior to the date of this decision.

3. That effective immediately Turzio be permanently barred from holding
membership in the IBT and shall also be barred from all contact or association with
offices, members, employees, representatives and agents of the IBT or any IBT affiliated
entity or fund.

cI
SO UNANIMOUSLY DECIDED AND RECOMMENDED on May J '1-,2010.


